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Abstract

in this ongoing research, an integrated approach for discover-
ing high-level knowledge from texts by exploiting both local
(contextual) information and global hypotheses is proposed.
The underlying model which integrates Information Extrac-
tion and evolutionary techniques to produce interesting and
novel hypotheses rules is described. In addition, novel criteria
to evaluate the roles’ performance in terms of interestingness
and novelty are proposed.

Motivation

KDT or Text Mining, is an emerging technology for
analysing large collections of unstructured documents for
the purposes of extracting interesting (Shah, Lakshmanan, 
Ramamritham 1999) and novel knowledge (Kodratoff2000;
Hearst 1997; Rajman & Besancon 1998), so it can be seen
as a leap from Data Mining (Han & Kamber 2001). Tradi-
tionally, two approaches to KDT can be identified:

¯ Telm/~Wword based Approaches: in which documents
are assumed to be labelled with each of the keywords or
terms that occurs within it and then some classical (ie.
statistical) analysis is performed on find hidden "connec-
tions" across them (Lagus et al. 1999; Polanco & Fran-
cois 1998; Madche 2000).

¯ Hi&h-level Representation based Approaches: a further
kind of improvement and extension to the previous ap-
proach aims to use more structured representations for the
text (Hahn 2000) and the construction and/or extension 
additional resources (ie. ontologies) to assist the knowl-
edge acquisition process (Moldovan 2000). The most im-
portant works include Marti Hearst’s on automatic dis-
covering of WordNet-style lexicosemantic relations by
searching for corresponding lexicosyntactical patterns in
documents (Hearst 1999; 2000), Jacquemin and Morin’s
on term acquisition and automated construction of a the-
saurus by augmenting the semantic links in it (Morin 
Jacquemin 1999), and Raymond Mooney’s on discover-
ing rule-like pattern extracted from free text and using
WordNet to measure distance between rules’ term (Nahm
& Mooney 2000; Basu et al. 2001), and so on.
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Both high and low level approaches to KDT deal with
more elaborated information and relations, but usually they
use very general-purpose resources (ie. WordNet) which re-
strict the domain resources processing, specially in scien-
tific/technical contexts, the kinds of relations are very lim-
ited to restricted types, the further stages of analysis rely on
hand-crafted information and the information so discovered
is too restricted (usually involving short-distance named re-
lationship among concepts), the system is unable to provide
any description of what that relation is, evaluating the nov-
elty of the patterns acquired depends on the user’s ability to
look at the real text and to figure it out, and so on. In addi-
tion, what is called "*novel" knowledge concerns the exten-
sion of relations (ie. IS-A relationships, WordNet semantic
links, etc), generalisation/specialisation of semantic struc-
tures (ie. frames), etc. From this point of view, there is 
global discovery itself.

Bearing those issues in mind, we propose an approach
which integrates Information Extraction (1E) (Appelt 1999;
Califf 1998; Pazienza 1997; Wiiks & Catizone 1999) tech-
nology and conceptual resources in order to partially ex-
tract important information from the texts, and then to use
it to feed a learning strategy to hypothesise and to assess
new knowledge involving explanatory "connections" be-
tween new relationships, concepts and semantic information
in a high-level form. So, we claim that the initial infor-
mation can be captured in a genre-dependent but domain-
independent manner in order to take advantage of the docu-
ments’ structure.

In simple words, let us suppose we are given two con-
ceptssuchasvirus ax-1 and immunological pro-
t ec t ion.. Rather discovering some statistical significance
based measure between them (ie. co-occurrence, trends)
or specific ontology-based links, we are interested in gen-
erating new explanatory hypotheses (high-level knowledge)
learnt across the whole text corpus which lead to results like:

¯. This study aimed at develop-
ing the kind of virus .. under
artificial conditions by immunologi-
cal protection ..
The analysis showed a strong inci-
dence of that kind of virus
ax-1 on allergical reactions of indi-
viduals who do not present any
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symptom before ...

Accordingly, our aim is to produce a working model for
acquiring that kind of deeper knowledge from texts by bear-
ing in mind the following claims:

¯ Genre-dapendent Information Extraction (IE) can be used
as a first step to produce a domain-independent way of
extracting local initial knowledge.

¯ Local context in documents can assist the global learn-
ing/discovery in order to tell us something more mean-
ingful about the concepts and relations across the corpus
(exploring hypotheses).

The Underlying Approach for Evolutionary

Discovery

Our approach can be seen as a natural step following the IE
task: important and meaningful information from text cor-
pus is extracted and then a machine learning technique is
used in order to discover hidden and novel/interesting pat-
terns across them. Thus, a two-stage model is conceived
(figure 1): the IE stage in charge of matching extraction pat-
terns and then translating the results into a rule-like form
representing each document’s general structure (for our pur-
poses, document’s abstract). These rules are used to train the
system and to get important measures for further evaluation
pu~. Then, the evolutionary learning strategy, based
on a modified Genetic Algorithm (GA) (Goldberg 1989;
Mitchell 1996; Banzhaf et aL 2000; Freitas 1999; Nods,
Freitas, & Lopes 1999), is fed with some randomly gener-
ated initial set of rules (chromosomes) to gradually trans-
formate them to discover new unseen and hopefully, novel
knowledge (the original set of rules is used as a training
model). In addition, similarity vectors produced by Latent
Semantic Analysis (LSA), (Landauer, Foltz, & Laham 1998;
Jiang 1997) and target concepts representing one of the evo-
lution’s direction are also required.

Those target concepts may come from a keyword-based
text mining context or from general-purpose QA system).
In our case, this is represented by a target question defined
in advance which involves a pair of concepts X and Y such
that, one of the GA’s main criteria is guided by the following
question:

"What is the best set of novel hypotheses (rules) which
better explain the (close) relationship between X and Y?"

For our case, the target concept are provided in advance
by the user in the beginning.

Information Extraction and Representation

Because of the general purpose use and the statistics-based
analysis nature often used in current KDT technology and
research, no distinction is made when processing different
text domains, genres or structures. Except in some cases
in which text mining is intended to be applied on technical
abstracts due to their simplicity and length, the majority of
the approaches assume that any kind of text is useful to be
processed.

Documents (abstracts)

..... -I- .............
Domain-Independent

Information
Extraction

~ ~ Rules. representing
/~_,_~. ( LS~ Analysis)
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\ ....... \ /’/’°

!
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Figure 1: The Two-stage Discovery Approach

An underlying principle in our research is to be able to
make good use of the structure of the documents for the dis-
covery process. Accordingly, we have restricted our scope
to scientific/technical genre abstracts, mainly due to its rel-
atively well-defined structure and a context which avoids
many concept-level ambiguities due to the restricted use of
key concepts in specific contexts.

In general, it could be stated that any abstract in some
given domain follows a "’macro-structure" (ie. genre-
dependent rhetorical roles) which is used by its author
to state its achievements, results, background information,
methods used, and so on. Thus, some of these specific
rhetorical structures have been identified: goals, contribu-
tions, methods, results, conclusions, etc. Unlike patterns ex-
tracted for IE general purposes, this macro-structure and its
compounds are domain-independent, so it is easy to trans-
late it into different contexts as the only necessary changes
are in the conceptual resources (Teufel & Moens 1999;
Van der Tol 1998). By representing the document as a pro-
posed structure of antecedents and consequents, important
constituents can be identified:

¯ Rhetorical Roles (segments): they are represented by re-
lations which state discourse-level information where the
author makes some (interesting) fact explicit (ie. goals,
methods/means used, etc).

¯ Predicate Relations: they are represented by predicate-
like forms (predicate and arguments) which are directly
connected to the rol being identified and state the kind



of specific relation to be held between a set of terms,
its predicate and the role which they are linked to (eg.
analyse ( ’ long-term trends... ¯ ) is part 
the current document’s goals).

¯ Causal Relations: Although they are no explicit causal
relations, we may get high-level inference rules which
are true and state a strong connection among the relations
being represented. So, in general, we could hypothesise
simple rules as:
IF the current goals are GI,G2, .. and the
memo/methods used MI,M2, .. (and any other con-
straint/fcature) THEN it is true/done that we can
achieve the conclusions CI,C2, ..

In order to be able to initially extract those kind of rules,
a set of domain-independent extraction patterns were iden-
tiffed and an IE module was built. For each pattern, there
is some predicate representation to be generated, so for in-
stance, one of the patterns could look like:

in order to NP ... <TASK> was performed
: goal (NP)

Or

.. results showed that <RESULTS> ..
: conclusion ( to__Droduce (RESULTS))

where the left-hand side expression states the pattern to
be identified and the right-hand side (following ":"), the cor-
responding action (predicate relation) to be produced. 
the above example, goal (..) will be represent on of the
rhetorical roles and GOAL, will be further filled with the pred-
icate relation contained in it.

The actual IE stage is a two-step process in which sin-
gle predicates are generated and then by applying some
simple heuristics, both inner relations and segments are
linked together. It means that at the end, two-level relations
are to be produced such as: goal (analyse (...) 
method(use (..) 

Hypotheses Discovery and Evaluation

After the IE task has been applied and the rules have been
extracted from the documents, an initial set of pseudo ran-
dom samples and training data are generated and computed
from them to feed the discovery process itself as the original
set of rules extracted from the text will be used as a part of
the evaluation model. The learning final goal is to produce
the best set of novel hypotheses which involve new causal
relations, connections or concepts in an explanatory way (ie.
rule-like form).

The learning technique used so far is based on a modified
GA which aims at producing a set of the best hypotheses
is guided by training information domain, structural con-
straints, and language-related information. To fulfill the
multi-objective optimisation requirement, and due to repre-
sentation and semantic constraints, specific-purpose opera-
tions have been conceived to deal with rule representation,
evaluation and hypotheses transformations. In GA terminol-
ogy, there are, basically, three operators in charge of explor-

ing the search space and so producing good hypotheses: se-
lection, mutation, cross-over. In each generation of the GA,
those operators are applied to the chromosomes (hypothe-
sised rules) to guide the search according to a performance
evaluation of the individuals (fitness)just modified.

Those operations which we have designed to our purposes
to allow a more guided learning so to avoid incoherent new
knowledge, involve:

¯ Selection: selects "random" hypotheses to be operated on
a roulette-wheel strategy in which rules with higher indi-
vidual fitness (eg. performance) get more choices to 
reproduced.
Unfortunately, this "randomness" is not suitable enough
by itself as pairs of "parents" with no semantic connection
at all could be reproduced. To deal with this, an additional
constraint has been established, this is, pairs of rules are
randomly selected as long as they have high semantic sim-
ilarity with each other (from now on, the semantic simi-
larity is computed via LSA). As a practical consequence,
fewer candidates will be generated but are very likely to
produce plausible results when operated.

¯ Crossover: in which two parent rules swap their parts
(ie. conditions) in some random position to produce new
and hopefully better offsprings. In normal circumstances,
crossover works on random parents and positions where
their parts should be exchanged. However, as in selec-
tion, this operation must be very guided in terms of se-
mantic coherence and plausibility to produce something
interesting from a KDT point of view. Accordingly, we
have established two "filters" to have two parents crossed
over:

1. Swanson’s criteria: some years ago, Swanson (Swan-
son 1988; Finn 1998; Swanson 2001) came up with
same basic inference rule to look for interesting con-
nections between documents’ titles based on a small
number of known relations (ie. cause, produce). His
main hypothesis supporting that rule looked like:
If a document (AB) contains two concepts (and rela-
tions) such that "A implies B", and other document
(BC) contains concepts such that "B implies C", then
a new interesting connection "A implies C" con be in-
ferred and it is worth exploring it (as long as it is not
already on either documents).
Though plausible, there are some known obstacles:

- We are dealing with documents (and therefore, infor-
mation extracted from them) insteacljust titles.

- There are a lot of unknown relations that could be ex-
tracted from the texts.

We have then approached the problem by using the
Swanson-like hypothesis in a more flexible way, in
which LSA and training information is used to estab-
lish whether two parts (ie. conditions and conclusions)
are "strongly related" (relations and concepts) and 
use the underlying rule representation to produce a new
and inferred new individual.

2. High semantic similarity: is already restricted by the
selection process and it is aimed to swap individuals by
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keeping the result’s coherence. Even though they may
be not so interesting, it ensure the rules will make sense
at least.

¯ Mutation: aims to make small random changes on the in-
dividuals (rules) to explore new possibilities in the search
space. As in Crossover, we have dealt with this opera-
tion in a guided way in order to produce semantically co-
herent changes. So, we propose to design three kinds of
mutations to deal with the rule’s different objects: role
mutation, predicate relation mutation and concept (argu-
ment) mutation. Since no semantic constraint informa-
tion is provided, in particular, concept mutation involves
making plausible changes in a "blind" way by using both
information extracted from the text in a subcategorisation
frame-like form and semantic information obtained from
the training. In general, we keep plausibility by chosing a
new argument (concept) in the following three-step way:

- To select, from the original rules, those relations with
the same relation name as the current one and the same
number of arguments.

- To compute, from the previous set, the similarity be-
tween their arguments and the current rule’s arguments.

- To randomly pick the relation’s argument with higher
similarity (in other words, we are selecting elements
which are in the same cluster).

Hypotheses’ Performance (Fitness) Evaluation

By combining local and global criteria we are able to eval-
uate the hypothesised rules’ performance to guide the learn-
ing itself in terms of their goodness which is has a direct
incidence on the operators’ success.

So far, we have identified semantic and structural related
criteria which put together, allow us to measure each hypoth-
esis’s fitness and at the same time, its novelty. Accordingly,
we evaluate such hypotheses according to some performance
criteria (in brackets, there is the question each criteria tries
to address), including:

¯ Relevance (How relevant is the rule to the target ques-
tion?): measures the similarity of the Concepts in rules
(arguments), according to the target concepts and it is cal-
culated from the LSA analysis on the initial training set:

¯ Structure (How explanatory is the rule?): measures how
much of the training rules’ structure the current one has.
It could be the case that, according to the training, good
"surface" rules are those which contain only goals and
conclusions and so on.

¯ Cohesion (How likely is a specific relation to be part of
a role?): measures the degree of "connection" between
parts of a rule. So, the question here is how likely (ac-
cording to the training) is some predicate relation P in the
current rule, to be associated with role R?.

¯ Shnpiicity/readabmty (How simple is the rule?): shorter
and/or easy-to-interpret rules are preferred (few condi-
tions but "informative" ones).

¯ Interestingness (How interesting is the rule’s antecedent
and consequent?): Measures the LSA distance between

the rule’s antecedent and consequent: the longer the dis-
tance, the more interesting the connection could be.

! - LSAsimilarity(Conditions, Conclusions)

¯ Accuracy: the truth that the rule’s antecedent implies the
consequent with high probability.

¯ Covering (How representative~general is the rule?):
measures that the truth of the rule’s conclusion implies
truth of the rule’s conditions with high probability.
Both Accuracy and Covering have been computed by do-
ing the following approximate computation (adapted from
(Radcliffe & Surry 1994)): Let C the set of points (rules)
in the training where conditions of a rule are strongly sim-
ilar (ie semantically), and P as the points where the rule’s
conclusion is strongly similar, then accuracy of the rule is
defined as:

Aces, 1.~

This is, the proportion of "points" that satisfy the condi-
tions of the rule that also satisfy the conclusion.
Covering of a rule is given by:

Cov~ L~

as the proportion of "’points" that satisfy the conclusions
of the rule that also satisfy the conditions-degree to which
the consequent part of the rule implies the antecedent part.

Then, the rule’s interestingness and novelty can be as-
sessed by combinating the above criteria in the fitness func-
tion. Since these criteria guide the evolution of good hy-
potheses, the GA operators should have a direct incidence
on learning quality and rule’s plausability.

Conclusion
A novel approach for KDT which involves discovering high-
level knowledge has been described. We have used different
kinds of metrics for measuring hypotheses’s quality, using
both information provided from training and linguistic in-
formation obtained from the documents themselves. Unlike
other approaches using conceptual resources, ours relies on
the fact that it will always find the semantic distance between
original sentences using vectors provided by an initial LSA
training. There is also a contribution in using IE technology
and the kind of relations it could identify to provide a more
informative way to represent the original rules and therefore
the final hypotheses.

Regardless of how deep or sophisticated the methods for
knowledge learning could be, a common issue is the local-
ity or short distance (ie. relations looked at the same sen-
tence or context) of the knowledge acquired which usually
is not suitable when concerning overall patterns discovery.
Instead, our approach exploit global context by looking at
unseen knowledge along the whole set of documents. On the
other hand, even when more global patterns are acquired by
using measures like support/confidence or other statistical-
based evaluation, it is unclear where the supposed-to-be con-
nection between concepts comes from or what the underly-
ing context is, hence there is a strong need for providing
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suitable and specific methods and technology to mine text
data and evaluate them. Thus, we proposed a new approach
which takes into account both local (contextual) and global
knowledge generated by GA operators which combine them
to capture overall patterns.

Our approach shows some novel criteria to evaluate rules
in terms of semantic distance and structural metrics which
are also guided by global goals (target clusters) to measure
and modify the hypotheses to better address the search for
optimum solutions. There is work to do on establishing more
empirical ways to combine those criteria and how they it
should affect both the rules" antecedents and consequents,
and on finding the best concept representation which could
fit similarity requirements.
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